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Sustainable for the designers?
Sustainable for the builders?
Sustainable for the owners?
Sustainable for the users?
Sustainable for the taxpayers?
Sustainable for the banks?
Sustainable for the politicians?
Sustainable for nature?
Sustainable for future generations?

10:15  workshop introduction / SPVH Project
update
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 -  Welcome, it's been exactly one year since the
SPVH Conference.

- on a somewhat relevant side note, the latest
reading for Atmospheric CO2 for October 2014
came in at 395.93ppm (http://co2now.org/). Last
year at this time it was 393.66ppm, and so we see
that far from enough is being done to put a dent in
the rising CO2 levels. As a frame of reference, the
upper safety limit is considered to be 350ppm,
which we have been consistently above since
1988.

- although discussing sustainability issues, or
asking (and answering) the question, "Sustainable
for whom?", is of some value, taking concrete steps
of one kind or another is the only real answer.

Introduction notes…



Sustainable for the designers?
Sustainable for the builders?
Sustainable for the owners?
Sustainable for the users?
Sustainable for the taxpayers?
Sustainable for the banks?
Sustainable for the politicians?
Sustainable for nature?
Sustainable for future generations?

- so, on this note we now continue the project as
planned with our workshop series…the idea being
that the making of the SPVH Pavilion is also the
making of the pavilion content, which is the basis of
this think tank.

- a criticism about last year's conference has been
the lack of interaction and time for questions…the
conference was a marathon of presentations we
felt were important to establish a base for the
project…with the workshops we have a structure
with plenty of time for discussion.

- the intention has always been to include the
workshop participants and the workshop
discussions in the decision making process of the
pavilion, which is why we have chosen a three day
format…those who get involved and make a
contribution will be acknowledged as project
collaborators…and, since we want to keep track of
who has participated, please sign the participant
list.

- our new schedule, is to follow this first workshop
with 3 workshops in 2015, 2 in the Spring, and a
practical workshop in the Fall - designing the
pavilion parallel to the workshops - the pavilion
construction will begin in late 2016, with the final
installation on roof in early 2017 - Gliha event.
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- the best understanding of how the SPVH
pavilion relates to the museum building was
clearly stated in the original project proposal text
from April 2011…I quote,

"..."

…end quote (text to be found on my website).
This proposal envisions a rooftop power plant for
the MSU, a part of which is used by the pavilion
structure for a think tank venue. In fact, there are
two power plants currently in planning, one is my
pavilion initiative, the other is a small roof-top
plant being pursued by the museum.

…from the original project proposal text, April 2011…

 "Inevitably the MSU will need to outfit itself in the
future with solar panels and thereby capitalize on
renewable energy sources, reducing the financial
burden of powering the various institutional activities.
Within this context I propose a pavilion structure, a
vernacular house, as an integrated element of these
renewable energy systems. This structure, shaped
like and with a construction similar to a traditional
Croatian house, is completely covered with solar
panels in two colors."
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- in the last year we have reorganized the project; the
new curator is Martina Munivrana, and we are
thankful for the enthusiasm and thoroughness which
she is bringing to the project. - our pavilion board
currently consists of:  Dr. Zdenko Simic, Dr. Maja
Bozicevic-Vrhovcak, Igor Franic, Martina Munivrana,
Darko Copec, and myself.
- financially supported by:  City of Zagreb Office of
Education, Culture & Sports, MK, FZOEU, applying to
City of Zagreb Energy Office.

-Oris publishing…

- the schedule - today we will have the three main
speaker presentations, each followed by time for
questions and plenary discussion.

- at 16 h the MSU will have the honor of hosting
DOOR's CLICK Project Award Ceremony…this is a
creative competition organized by DOOR - the
Society for Sustainable Development Design in
Zagreb - in collaboration with the Forum for Freedom
in Education from Croatia and Focus from Slovenia.



- DOOR's intention has been to increase the
understanding of EU climate and energy policy and
its impacts on everyday life, and to encourage young
people to think about climate change and to express
their concerns through artistic means, and to reflect
on energy and climate issues.

- I want to add that the CLICK project and ceremony
is exactly the kind of activity we want to support and
have take place in the pavilion in the future, so please
try to hang around and support this event.

**- tomorrow morning, after the summary of Day I, to
those of you who did not see the notice in the
announcements, pleased be informed and/or
reminded that there will be a one hour session for
participants to present their own projects or areas of
concern.



- after the participant contributions, we will break up
into 3-4 task groups, the main focus of which will be
determined by each leader together with the specific
participant interests, looking at broader issues, but
keeping in mind the immediate context of the MSU
energy profile and the SPVH pavilion design.

- at 13.15 we will have a panel discussion - led by the
three speakers and myself - with the title "Climate
change and energy - Where are we now?" The focus
will be on the full spectrum of energy production and
sources, and how they interrelate…this should be an
interesting session where we will go deeper into the
complexity of the situation.
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- Reviewing the project to date:

- SPEC…
- SP Door lifesize…
- pavilion genesis up till now...
- degewo Zukunftshaus Berlin

Solar Powered Electric Chair, 1992, collage, 29 x 42 cm



Solar Powered Electric Chair (off-grid)
1992-2012
wood, metal, leather, Plexiglas, photovoltaic cells, electronics
43 x 110 x 32 cm

http://www.davidsmithson.net/SPEC_2.htm

http://www.z-n-e.info/

- it all started with SPEC…



Solar Powered Door (to
Nothingness), 2014
metal, PV-panels, electronics 3,35 x
1,65 x 2,70 m, Künstlerdorf
Schöppingen

http://www.davidsmithson.net/door.htm

- SP Door lifesize…



1st SPVH Pavilion conceptualization…January, 2011

http://www.davidsmithson.net/pavilion_zb.htm

 - the pavilion genesis to date...



SPVH Pavilion, 2011, photomontage



SPVH Pavilion, 2012, animation



SPVH Pavilion, 2012, animation, photomontage



SPVH Pavilion with SP Door, 2013, animation, photomontage



SPVH Pavilion, 2014, animation













http://www.degewo.de/content/de/Unternehmen/4-7-Klima-Umweltschutz/Zukunftshaus/Technologie.html

- degewo Zukunftshaus Berlin…an example, and specific reference to the MSU roof…



- please be aware that the video documentation from last year's conference - the entire thing -
can be accessed during breaks…it is on the computer here - or you can view the hardcopy
material on the table. This is the beginning of the project archive.

- introduction of the speakers:

- the first speaker, Dr. Zdenko Simic - who is a specialist in the field of power and risk, will now
share his knowledge about photo-voltaics with us.

- Marina Zajec…the straw-bale movement in Croatia…network of DIY'ers…I chose Marina to
represent this movement because of her inclination to address the legal issues connected to
safety, building codes, etc.

...recalling "Eat my hay!"…(grass roots)!

- Dr. Drazen Simlesa will now lead the way in our search for the missing link toward sustainable
development.
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